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SHGV safety
door interlocking system
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In the interests of a sustainable use of our world’s resources,
this catalogue has been printed on 100% recycled paper
on the basis of the latest environmental technology.
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Or as the ancient Greeks already knew:

The Gods do not reveal everything
to mortals from the very beginning.
But during the course of time
our search will show us what is better.
Xenophanes
(Greek philosopher, 580/577 B.C.)

Protecting safety doors without wiring:

Cost savings

The SHGV safety door interlocking
system enables cost economies to
be made in the protection of moving
guards without affecting the safety
level.

guard and a key-operated selector
switch as control element.
In view of the fact that the SHGV
safety door interlocking system has a
locking function too electromagnets
to keep the safety doors locked are
not needed if overtravel motions
are expected, and, depending on the
application, there will be no need for
zero motion monitors or safe timer
modules.

Costs economies are achieved by
eliminating the wiring between moving guard and switch cabinet.

System
classification

Application
* The suitability of the
system for explosionprotected applications
must be checked by
the customer in each
individual case.

Function

Whilst not particularly prevalent in
continental Europe, but enjoying
widespread popularity in the United

The SGHV type series is particularly
suitable in more complex production
systems and plants to protect divided
maintenance and service doors which
are used only rarely.

Other applications include situations in which an electrical shock is
possible, applications with higher
ambient temperatures, specific uses
in tough ambient conditions and in
chemical and process engineering in

view of the explosion protection feature*. By contrast, because of the key
transfer, the system is less suitable
for charging doors or moving guards
with more frequent access.

The fundamental functional characteristic of a key transfer system
is that, depending on the operating
state of the machine control system,
the key is trapped and cannot be
withdrawn either

In other words, a principle feature of
the system is that the removable key
is trapped either in the guard locking
device or in the switch lock.

If the transfer time between the
opening of the key-operated selector
switch and the locking of the guard
is not sufficient for a hazardous machine motion to come to a standstill,
a key-operated selector switch interlocking device may also be required.

– in automatic mode (with the guard
locked) in a control element (usually in a key-operated selector
switch)
or
– in the guard locking device, namely in a lock, if the guard is open (in
an electrically de-energised state).
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Kingdom and USA, key transfer systhe SHGV type series has been BG
tems are not a locally tolerated
prototype tested by the Berufsfeature. In European machine
genossen-schaftliche Institut
legislation they are a
für Arbeitssicherheit BIA,
RÜFZ
P
recognised and fully acSt. Augustin (No. 953038
cepted protective device
dated 28. 8. 2000).
in terms of the protective objectives aspired to
with the use of interlocking devices*. Furthermore,

T.
ER

* Refer here to EN
1088 – Interlocking
devices with and
without guard locking
– General principles
and provisions for
design – Informative
annex E: Interlocking devices with key
transfer system

In the language of standardisation,
systems which fall within the scope
of the SHGV safety door interlocking
system are also referred to as key
transfer systems or “trapped key
systems”.

Example of a safety door interlocking
system of the type series SHGV in a
textiles production system.

BG-

The function of electrical interlocking is achieved by means of an
intelligent key transfer between a
locking device with key fitted to the

The locking device of the guard is
designed in such a way that the key
transfer can only be enabled if the
guard is closed and locked (fail-safe).
Only in this way can the key be transferred from here to the key-operated
selector switch.
When the machine control system is
switched on the key is trapped and
cannot be removed for as long as the
switch is set to ON.

SHGV safety door interlocking system

Functional
sequence

The automatic mode of the machine
control system is enabled when the
NC contact(s) of a 2-position selector
switch is/are closed. This corresponds to the position of the key-operated selector switch in which the
key is trapped.
1. For interruption/shutdown of
automatic mode, the key in the
key-operated selector switch is
turned from the trapped position
to the removable position. The NC
contact(s) are positively opened
and the automatic mode of the machine control system is automatically disconnected.

2. This enables the key to be
transferred from the key-operated
selector switch to the guard.

6. If the guard is closed again it is
locked once again by turning the
key back from trapped position
to the position in which it can be
withdrawn.
7. The key which is now back in
the key-operated selector switch
is used to reactivate the machine
control system, i.e. by turning it
back from the removable position
to the trapped position.
Key transfer

3. The locking device on the guard is
unlocked by turning the lock barrel to trapped position.

Deactivating automatic mode

Key can be withdrawn
Key trapped

4. The guard can be opened.

Key can be withdrawn

Key trapped

Guard open
Key trapped
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5. A mechanical fail-safe device
prevents the key being switched
back when the guard is open.

Versions supplied

Scope
of delivery

The standard SHGV system consists of the following assemblies:
 Guard locking device (type
SHGV, see page 8), the design
of which is based on that of a
position switch with separate
actuator, but the function of the
position monitoring and locking is
based exclusively on a mechanical principle of operation using
the integrated lock barrel and the
positively connected mechanism
as well as the interaction between
actuator and the articulating
mechanism in the device head.

 Version with two operating
heads (see page 10), using which
divided gates, for example, can be
protected.

 Key (with individual cut) and a
matching lock barrel in the guard
locking device and in the key-operated selector switch, withdrawal
of the key only being possible in
the safety relevant position in each
individual case.
 Optionally: key-operated selector switch interlocking device
with electromagnetic principle
of operation (type SVE, see page
14) and controllable key release
(for 1 to 3 key-operated selector
switches).

 Version with a second lock barrel (see page 12), using which
the operation of lock barrel 1 can
be blocked if an operator needs
to access a room and wishes to
protect himself from unintentional
start-up of the machine control
system by a third party.
 Optionally: key-operated selector switch interlocking device
with mechanical principle of
operation (type SVM, see page
18) and controllable key release
(for 6 or 10 keys).
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 Key-operated selector switch
(type SHGV/ESS, see page
13), as control element if the
access time to the guard is
greater than the stopping time
of a hazardous machine motion.
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Applications

Applications for
plants without
overtravel motions

Use in applications without hazardous overtravel motions, i.e.
for overtravel time < time for key
transfer.

<––>

Here: one SHGV/ESS key-operated
selector switch locks one moving
guard.

Application for
plants without
overtravel motions

Use in applications without hazardous overtravel motions, i.e.
for overtravel time < time for key
transfer.

<––>

<––>

...

Here: one SHGV/ESS key-operated
selector switch locks several moving
guards by means of the SVM interlocking device.

Application for
plants with overtravel motions

Use in applications with hazardous
overtravel motions, i.e. overtravel
time > time for key transfer.

<––>

Here: one SVE key-operated selector
switch interlocking device locks up
to 3 moving guards.

Application for
plants with overtravel motions

Use in applications with hazardous
overtravel motions, i.e. overtravel
time > time for key transfer.
Here: one SVE key-operated selector
switch interlocking device locks
several moving guards by means of
SVM interlocking device.
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...

<––>

<––>

...

User information

Reliable
secondary protective circuit

The scope of supply does not contain
a suitable follow-up protective circuit
for the processing of signals from the
key-operated selector switch (type
SHGV/ESS) or from the key-operated selector switch interlocking device

(type SVE), e.g. via a safety relay
module of the make ELAN.-SRB.

Framework
conditions

When using the SHGV safety door
interlocking system it must be ensured that

– the entry throat for the separate
actuator is fitted in the guard locking device in a concealed position
where at all possible. This recommendation applies generally to
interlocking devices with separate
actuator.

– the time between switching off at
the control panel and access to the
guard is greater than the stopping
time of any hazardous motion,
or that the key-operated selector
switch interlocking device of the
type SVE is used;
– only one key is used in the key
transfer system and any spare keys
available are stored carefully;
– the separate actuators of the SHGV
guard locking devices are fitted to
the guard in such a way, e.g. with
the non-reusable screws supplied
with the equipment, that they cannot be released by simple means;

Installation
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The signals must be processed
in the same way as an electrical
interlocking device, i.e. depending

Please note:
• Owing to the key transfer system
the systems are less suited to charging doors or moving guards with
more frequent access.

of a guard no longer falls within
the protection of statutory accident
insurance (otherwise there would
also be no BG test certificate for
the SHGV system) for example.
• Every SHGV system comes with a
spare key should the original one
be lost under the strict condition
that it is kept carefully and not
used in the operational key transfer
procedure.

• Even if key and lock barrel have
200 individual cuts/tumbler arrangements, a key can be copied
in the same way as a separate
actuator. Any damage caused as a
result of such wilful manipulation

The separate actuator is mounted
on the moving guard and the SHGV
locking device on the closing edge of
the guard. When the guard is closed
the separate actuator is inserted into
the entry throat of the operating head.
The funnel shaped entry throat in the
operating head automatically centres
the actuator when the moving guard
is closed. This function is supported
by rubber buffers within integrated
spacer sleeves in the mounting bores
of the actuator. These design features
thus permit tolerances between the
guides of the moving guard and the
entry throat of the operating head.

on control category, the positively
opening NC contact(s) must be open
in the OFF position of a machine
control system and vice-versa.

1)

1) End stop

The separate actuators of the devices
are always to be located in such a
way that they do not run out in front
of the closing edge and thus present
an additional hazard to the operators.

SHGV devices may not be used as
mechanical end stops.

Key-operated selector switches

Design

The key-operated selector switches
available for the SHGV system have
been taken from the traditional Elan
range of control devices and signal
lamps for equipment installation with
22.3 mm single hole mounting to
DIN 50 007.
The devices consist of the assemblies
– operating head with mounting
flange
and
– contact element.
The degree of protection of the front
side is IP 65.
Only single plunger key-operated
selector switch operating heads of the
type series SHGV/ESS21S2 with key
positions S1 (key trapped) and S2
(key removable) are available for the
SHGV system.
The standard scope of supply for
each key-operated selector switch
further includes a contact element EF
103 with one NC contact 11-12 and
one NO contact 23-24, with screw
type terminals, or optionally with
slip-on terminals.
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In key withdrawal position S2, the
plunger in the operating head positively acts on the contact element and
thus positively opens contact 11-12.
Two additional contact elements can
also be snap fitted to the mounting
flange and any contact configurations
can be selected.
There must, however, be at least one
NC contact 11-12 incorporated in the
safety circuit of the machine control
system, such that positive opening of this contact brings about the
shutdown of automatic mode in the
machine control system.

Safety door interlocking system –
SHGV type series –
version with 1 operating head

Functional and
design features

– Key transfer system according to
EN 1088
– Functionality of an interlocking
device with guard locking

– No wiring to moving guard

– Funnel-shaped entry throat for
actuator*

– Operating head offset 4 x 90°

Dimensions
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1) Basis of measurement for actuator, 2) Control head set to front by factory

* Standard actuator BO
(supplied): see page
22; other versions: see
page 22 et seq.
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Technical data

Supply table

Degree of protection

Enclosure:
IP 67 (1 m wg/30 m.)
Operating head: IP 00

Actuating forces

Insertion of actuator
– 15 N
Withdrawal of actuator – 5 N

Ambient temperature range

–25° C ... +70° C

Storage temperature range

–40° C ... +80° C

Materials used

Enclosure:
AlSi 12 painted signal red (RAL 3000)
SHG cover:
steel, passivated
Perbunan seals: oil and petrol resistant

Mechanical life

2 x 106 switching cycles

Shock resistance

> 30 g/18 ms

Vibration resistance

> 15 g/10 ... 200 Hz

Climatic resistance

40/91 to DIN 50 015, FW24 to DIN 50 016

Key-operated selector switch

See Elan catalogue D-22.G

Brief description, function

Type designation

Part no.

– lock barrel left/locking device

SHGV/L1/.(*)./ESS21S2/103

134 5400

– lock barrel right/locking device

SHGV/R1/.(*)./ESS21S2/103

134 5401

– lock barrel back/locking

SHGV/B1/.(*)/ESS21S2/103

134 5402

SHGV guard locking device with standard actuator BO,
key-operated selector switch ESS21S2 and contact element EF 103.1
(1 NC contact/1 NO contact with screw type terminals):

(*) Entry of the individual tumbler arrangement number at the works or by the customer

Additional text in orders required for: – additional contact elements or contact elements with other terminal types (see
Elan catalogue D-22.G), – other actuators (see page 22 et seq.), – supply of key-operated selector switch interlocking
devices SVE (see page 14 et seq.)

Individual device

Type designation

Part no.

– Key-operated switch

SHGV/ESS21S2/.(*)./103

134 5430

– Locking device

SHGV/(**).1/.(*).+BO

134 5410

(*) Entry of the individual tumbler arrangement number at the works or by the customer
(**) When ordering, please specify the position of the lock barrel (L, R or B).
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Safety door interlocking system –
SHGV type series –
versions with 2 operating heads

Functional and
design features

– Key transfer system according to
EN 1088
– Functionality of an interlocking
device with guard locking

– No wiring to moving guard

– Funnel-shaped entry throat for
actuator*

– Operating heads offset 4 x 90°

– with 2 operating heads for double
doors

Dimensions
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1) Basis of measurement for actuator, 2) Control heads set to front by factory

* Standard actuator BO
(supplied): see page
22; other versions: see
page 22 et seq.
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Technical data

Supply table

Degree of protection

Enclosure:
IP 67 (1 m wg/30 m.)
Operating head: IP 00

Actuating force

Insertion of actuator
– 15 N
Withdrawal of actuator – 5 N

Ambient temperature range

–25° C ... +70° C

Storage temperature range

–40° C ... +80° C

Materials used

Enclosure:
AlSi 12 painted signal red (RAL 3000)
SHG cover:
steel, passivated
Perbunan seals: oil and petrol resistant

Mechanical life

2 x 106 switching cycles

Shock resistance

> 30 g/18 ms

Vibration resistance

> 15 g/10 ... 200 Hz

Climatic resistance

40/91 to DIN 50 015, FW24 to DIN 50 016

Key-operated selector switch

See Elan catalogue D-22.G

Brief description, function

Type designation

Part no.

– lock barrel left/locking device

SHGV/L1.1/.(*)./ESS21S2/103

134 5377

– lock barrel right/locking device

SHGV/R1.1/.(*)./ESS21S2/103

134 5378

– lock barrel back/locking device

SHGV/B1.1/.(*)/ESS21S2/103

134 5379

SHGV guard locking device mit 2 standard actuators BO,
key-operated selector switch ESS21S2 and contact element EF 103.1
(1 NC contact/1 NO contact with screw type terminals):

(*) Entry of the individual tumbler arrangement number at the works or by the customer

Additional text in orders required for: – additional contact elements or contact elements with other terminal types (see
Elan catalogue D-22.G), – other actuators (see page 22 et seq.), – supply of key-operated selector switch interlocking
devices SVE (see page 14 et seq.)

Individual device

Type designation

Part no.

– Key-operated switch

SHGV/ESS21S2/.(*)./103

134 5430

– Locking device

SHGV/.(**).1.1/.(*).+BO

134 5381

(*) Entry of the individual tumbler arrangement number at the works or by the customer
(**) When ordering, please specify the position of the lock barrel (L, R or B).
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Safety door interlocking system –
SHGV type series –
version with additional lock barrel

Functional and
design features

– Key transfer system according to
EN 1088
– Functionality of an interlocking
device with guard locking

– No wiring to moving guard
– Operating head offset 4 x 90°

– with additional lock barrel to
prevent unexpected machine start
by third party

– Funnel-shaped entry throat for
actuator*

Dimensions
��

31

24

31

22

22

71

5,5

60

EKM 51

EKM 51

EKM 51

103

25,2

16

30

��

20

40

47

40
43

��

10,5

40

26

��

20
32

��

1) Basis of measurement for actuator, 2) Lock barrel 1 (to lock the guard), 3) Lock barrel 2 (to lock barrel 1 when guard open),
4) Control head set to front by factory

* Standard actuator BO
(supplied): see page
22; other versions: see
page 22 et seq.
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Technical data

Supply table

Degree of protection

Enclosure:
IP 67 (1 m wg/30 m.)
Operating head: IP 00

Actuating force

Insertion of actuator
– 15 N
Withdrawal of actuator – 5 N

Ambient temperature range

–25° C ... +70° C

Storage temperature range

–40° C ... +80° C

Materials used

Enclosure:
AlSi 12 painted signal red (RAL 3000)
SHG cover:
steel, passivated
Perbunan seals: oil and petrol resistant

Mechanical life

2 x 106 switching cycles

Shock resistance

> 30 g/18 ms

Vibration resistance

> 15 g/10 ... 200 Hz

Climatic resistance

40/91 to DIN 50 015, FW24 to DIN 50 016

Key-operated selector switch

See Elan catalogue D-22.G

Brief description, function

Type designation

Part no.

– lock barrel 1 left/lock barrel 2 in cover

SHGV/LD1/.(*)./.(*)ESS21S2/103

134 5370

– lock barrel 1 right/lock barrel 2 in cover

SHGV/RD1/.(*)./.(*)ESS21S2/103

134 5371

SHGV guard locking device with 2 lock barrels,
standard actuator BO, key-operated selector switch
ESS21S2 and contact element EF 103.1
(1 NC contact/1 NO contact with screw type terminals):

(*) Entry of the individual tumbler arrangement number at the works or by the customer

Additional text in orders required for: – additional contact elements or contact elements with other terminal types (see
Elan catalogue D-22.G), – other actuators (see page 22 et seq.), – supply of key-operated selector switch interlocking
devices SVE (see page 14 et seq.)

Individual device

Type designation

Part no.

– Key-operated switch

SHGV/ESS21S2/.(*)./103

134 5430

– Locking device

SHGV/(**)D1/.(*)./.(*)+BO

134 5372

(*) Entry of the individual tumbler arrangement number at the works or by the customer
(**) When ordering, please specify the position of the lock barrel (L, R or B).
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Key-operated selector switch interlocking
device with electromagnetic principle
of operation – type series SVE

Application
and function

If the time required to terminate
a hazardous condition is greater
than the time a person requires to
reach the hazardous area, the use
of the key-operated selector switch
interlocking device SVE allows
the key transfer to be blocked until
activated by, for instance, a timer
module(*) or a zero motion monitor.
This means that the key can only be
turned from the trapped position S1
into the trapped position S2 after a
time delay.
An access time of 1.6 m/s is normally used as the basis for hazardous
motions (cf. EN 999).
In applications without hazardous
overtravel motions, for example, it
is appropriate to use key-operated
selector switch interlocking devices
of the type SVE when – for reasons
of machine and working materials
protection (to EN 60 204-1 Section
9.4.1) – an undefined interruption of
the manufacturing process is to be
avoided.
The blocking system is designed in
such a way that a perforated mask
in the device blocks or releases a
specially designed plunger in the
contact elements of the key-operated
selector switch. The perforated mask
is connected to the armature of an
electromagnet. Depending on the position of the electromagnet, the bores
in the mask either permit motion of
the plunger or positively block such
motion.

(*) When a timer
module is used to
determine the time of
release for deblocking, it should be
noted that failure
must not reduce the
delay time (cf. Section 5.6 EN 1088).
From this point of
view, for example,
a two channel timer
module is necessary.
Time modules:
see Elan catalogue
TVE-Z, page 82.
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The activation of the electromagnet
takes place as a function of the hazardous condition at the guard, e.g. in
the form of a zero motion signal for
a hazardous motion or by means of a
timer module(*), which bridges the
time between a stop command and
the actual termination of a hazardous
condition as determined by experience.

1)

2)

3)
4)
6)

5)
7)
8)
9)

1) Key, 2) Key-operated switch, 3) Contact element, 4) Guides, 5) Interlock pin, 6) Interlock bracket, 7) NC contact, 8) Magnet, 9) Safety spring

Safety-orientated function

The electromagnet in the key-operated selector switch interlocking device
SVE is designed as a spring loaded
unit, i.e. the motion of the plunger
is blocked by the spring force and
actively released when a voltage is
applied. In the case of interruption of
the power supply, the SVE interlocking device retains its protective
function.
The springs in this version are designed as safety springs. The spacing
between the windings of the spring
guided on a pin is smaller than the
wire diameter. If a spring should
break, this prevents the ends from
intertwining, and the function of the
safety spring is preserved.
The equipment is supplied with an
additional mechanical deblocking
system as standard to permit opening
of the spring loaded protective device
in the de-energised condition.
For position monitoring of the
perforated mask, the electromagnet is
fitted with an additional monitoring
contact which is positively opened in
the position in which the electromag-

Versions
supplied

The key-operated selector switch
interlocking devices are supplied
fully wired and ready to install in
a fully insulated plastic enclosure
with degree of protection IP 65 at
the front. The wiring is implemented
with standard commercial plug connectors.

15
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SVE example: 1) Control voltage magnet, 2) Enabling contacts terminals 4–7, Set
external jumper 5–6, 3) Monitoring contacts, Key-operated switches, 4) Monitoring
contact magnet

net is live and permits withdrawal of
the key.
This contact is to be connected to
the machine control system in such
a way that a further start command
can only be issued when all key-operated selector switches have been

SVE interlocking devices are available with up to 3 built-in key-operated selector switches with one
NC contact and 1 NO contact in a
common contact element. (Other
contact arrangements on request).
The switches are electromagnetically
interlocked jointly.

switched over from the withdrawable
position S2 to the trapped position S1
and the operating voltage g for the
spring loaded electromagnet has been
interrupted (i.e. the perforated mask
is again blocking the key-operated
selector switches).

Options (on request):
– Different contact arrangements,
contact interconnection, magnet
voltages, etc.
– Versions SVE 1 and 2: additional
installation of other control and
signalling devices (in place of a vacant location with blanking plug).

Supply table

Key-operated
selector switch
interlocking
device SVE

16

Type designation

Selector switch position

Magnet voltage

Part no.

SVE1 24

centre

24 VDC

134 5501

SVE1 115

centre

115 VAC

134 5514

SVE1 230

centre

230 VAC

134 5511

SVE2 24

left and right

24 VDC

134 5502

SVE2 115

left and right

115 VAC

134 5515

SVE2 230

left and right

230 VAC

134 5512

SVE3 24

all

24 VDC

134 5503

SVE3 115

all

115 VAC

134 5516

SVE3 230

all

230 VAC

134 5513

Enclosure material

Glass fibre reinforced self-extinguishing thermoplastic to UL-94-V0,
colour: black

Degree of protection

IP 65 at the front

Degree of protection

IP 20 for the terminals

Wiring connections
with wire-end ferrules

1 x 2.5 mm2 per terminal for individual wires or flexible conductors
with wire-end ferrules

Weight

approx. 1,000 g

Operating temperature

–25° C ... +40° C

Rated voltage of magnet

24 VDC, 115 VAC, 230 VAC, other voltages on request

Rated current of magnet at 24 VDC

approx. 300 mA cold, approx. 250 mA warm

Interference suppression

Integrated freewheeling diode for magnet coil

Data of key-operated selector switch

See Elan catalogue D-22.G

Dimensions
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Left top: side view, left bottom: rear view, right: front view;
1) Front panel, 2) Auxiliary deblocking mechanism, 3) Plug type MSTB 2.5/12 ST from Phoenix Contact, 4) Recess to DIN 74 for M4
screws
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Key-operated selector switch interlocking
device with mechanical principle of operation
– type series SVM

Application and
function

Key-operated selector switch interlocking devices of the type series
SVM function exclusively according
to a mechanical principle of operation in which (depending on version)
access to 6 to 10 keys of SHGV locking devices is blocked until a central
lock has been actuated.
The key to the central lock comes
either from a key-operated selector
switch of the type series SHGV/ESS
or a key-operated selector switch
interlocking device of the type series
SVE.
After deblocking of the central lock
as soon as a/the key(s) has(ve) been
withdrawn from a/the SHGV locking
device(s), the central key will be
trapped again.

SVM1/...-10/.../E

* see page 25 ff.
** Key for central lock
with tumbler arrangement according to
key-operated selector
switch of the type
series SHGV/ESS or
key-operated selector
switch interlocking
device of the type
series SVE.
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The advantage of the key-operated
selector switch interlocking device of
the type series SVM is that a number
of guards can be monitored using one
key-operated selector switch of the
type series SHGV/ESS or an interlocking device with electromagnetic
principle of operation of the type
series SVE.
The following versions are available
in the SVM type series:

 SVM1/...-10/...: with central lock
without key** and 10 lock barrels
with keys and individual tumbler
arrangement for corresponding
SHGV../TZV..* locking devices.
– optionally available as surface
or flush-mounted version for
front panel or switch cabinet
installation.
 Degree of protection: IP 67

 SVM1/...-6/...: with central lock
without key* and 6 lock barrels
with keys and individual tumbler
arrangements for corresponding
SHGV../TZV..* locking devices.
– optionally available as surface
or flush-mounted version for
front panel or switch cabinet
installation.

SVM1/...-6/.../E

SVM1/...-10/.../A

SVM1/...-6/.../A

Dimensions
SVM 1/..-6/../A
surface-mounted
enclosure
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1) Central lock
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SVM 1/..-6/.../E
flush-mounted
version
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SVM 1/..-10/../A
surface-mounted
enclosure
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SVM 1/..-10/.../E
flush-mounted
version
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Supply table

Brief description, function

Type designation

Part no.

Key-operated selector switch interlocking device for 1 central key and
6 keys for locking device SHGV../TZV.. with surface-mounted enclosure

SVM1/.(*).-6/.(**)./A

134 5530

Key-operated selector switch interlocking device for 1 central key and
10 keys for locking device SHGV../TZV.. with surface-mounted enclosure

SVM1/.(*).-10/.(**)./A

134 5533

Key-operated selector switch interlocking device for 1 central key and
6 keys for locking device SHGV../TZV.. for front panel or switch cabinet
installation

SVM1/.(*).-6/.(**)./E

134 5536

Key-operated selector switch interlocking device for 1 central key and
10 keys for locking device SHGV../TZV.. for front panel or switch cabinet
installation

SVM1/.(*).-10/.(**)./E

134 5539

(*) Entry of the individual tumbler arrangement number at the works or by the customer
(**) Entry of the individual tumbler arrangement number for locking devices (SHGV../TZV..) at the works or by the customer
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Actuators for SHGV
safety door interlocking system

Functional and
design features

– Scope of delivery including nonreusable screws

– Balancing of tolerances between
the guide of the moving guard and
the entry throat of the operating

Technical data

Actuator

steel, galvanised

Auxiliary stop

glass fibre reinforced thermoplastic with self-extinguishing properties
to UL 94-V-0, signal red

Rubber buffers

Perbunan, oil and petrol resistant

Actuator
for radiuses
> 500 mm*

26

10,5
4,2

32

20

12,6

4,5

Type designation:
BO
Order no.:
134 9000

heads by means of rubber buffers
and integrated spacing sleeves

16

8

3

86

Actuator
for radiuses
> 250 < 500 mm

26

Type designation:
BOR

10,5
4,5

4,2

16

R300

8

86

* Belongs to standard
SHGV scope of delivery

22

32

20

Order no.:
134 9005

Bent actuator
for radiuses
> 500 mm
Type designation:
BOW

4,2
16

10,5

27,3

9,8

22,5

Order no.:
134 9010

3

4,5
20

8
66,5
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Bent actuator
for radiuses
> 250 < 500 mm
Type designation:
BOWR

4,2
16

10,5

27,3

R300

3

8
66,5

23

9,8

22,5

Part no.:
134 9015

4,5

20
32

Telescopic
actuator, fixed
from the rear
Type designation:
BOF/HIS.1

54–50

35

4

20

14°

105

Telescopic
actuator, fixed
from the top
Type designation:
BOF/HIS.2
47–43

6

4

35

24

20

14°

105

40

30

36°

6,3

Order no.:
134 9025

40

30

36°

M6

Order no.:
134 9020

Special versions –
safety door interlocking system –
type series TZV

Brief
description

Usually contradictory aspects, namely uniformity of design, functional
flexibility and simplified logistics
were the behind the idea of realising
three different types of interlocking
devices for moving guards in only
one - externally identical – version.
The following functionalities are
available – also in connection with a
door bar as a option:
1. Interlocking devices with locking
2. Interlocking devices without locking
3. Interlocking devices with key
transfer system.
This means that depending on the
protection objective both safety doors
on machines and plants with hazardous overtravel movements as well as
safety doors on machines and plants
without hazardous movements can
be protected. In addition a distinction
can be made between safety doors
used during operation and maintenance and safety doors.
In other words, despite different tasks
there is no need for different devices
and different design and logistic
features. Another advantage is that
the decision as to which interlocking
device is selected can be left to a later
stage in the production process of a
machine or plant.
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Special versions –
safety door interlocks with key locks –
type series TZMW.B/TZFW.B

Application

The facility of a safety door interlock
of the type series TZ with key lock
enables service personnel working in
accessible machines and production
systems which cannot be de-energised to protect themselves more
efficiently.
The key lock ensures that the lock
of a moving guard cannot be closed
unintentionally or wilfully opened by
any one else and that the automatic/
normal operation of the control unit
thus interrupted is restored. This
problem is particularly acute in complex rooms.

Design

A lock barrel integrated into the
devices of the TZ series enables the
unlocked solenoid of a safety door
interlock to be blocked in such a way
that the further automatic/normal
operation of a control unit remains
interrupted via the positively opened
magnet monitoring contact.
The key in the lock barrel can
then be removed in the position in
which the function of the solenoid
is blocked, and can then be used to
switch a key-operated switch of the
type ZSS21S1 on the operating panel
from automatic/normal mode to a
special operating mode, such as to
setting-up mode.
Closing this key-operated switch
only permits a withdrawal position
which is provided for the automatic
mode in this application (which is,
however, interrupted by the blocked
solenoid or the opened magnet monitoring contact of the TZ interlock).
The tumbler arrangements both in
the TZ device and in the key-operated selector switch ZSS21S1 have
10,000 different possibilities, i.e. the
probability that another key coincidentally fits into the lock barrel of a
TZ...B version and into the key-operated switch, is extremely low.
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1) Mecanically locked, 2) Mechanically unlocked

In this manner a very high level of
reliability is achieved, i.e. high level
of protection for service personnel
of a machine or production system

because erroneous or wilful intervention by third parties in the safety
circuits of an interlocking device is
prevented.

Functional
sequence using
a separate keyoperated switch

1. Automatic/normal mode with effective safety door interlocking TZ
Lock barrel with key in position I (key cannot be removed). The key can only be actuated if the magnet is
unlocked, i.e. interrupting the automatic/normal mode by mistake is impossible.
2. Unlocking the electromagnet
The positively opening magnet monitoring contact 21-22 of the TZ devices opens. The automatic/normal mode is
interrupted.
The guard can be opened.
3. Interruption of the automatic/normal mode by blocking the magnet
Turn lock barrel with key to position II (key can be removed). The electromagnet of the TZ interlocking device is
blocked positively by an eccentric cam.
4. Switching from automatic/normal mode to a special operating mode
With key removed switch key-operated selector switch from position I (removable) to position II (trapped).
5. RESET
– Reset key-operated switch from position II to position I and remove key.
– Insert key in TZ lock barrel and reset from position II to position I (trapped).
– The safety door interlocks of the type series TZ are fully functioning and effective again.

Versions
supplied

The key locks of safety door
interlocks of the type series TZ are
supplied as standard in those versions
with separate safety contacts 11-12

Key-operated
selector switch
ZSS21S1

Available on request: series connection of the contacts 11-12 and 21-22,
LED versions.

Not available in this version: additional manual auxiliary and emergency releases.

The devices are designed for installation boreholes 16.2 mm (+ 0.2 mm)
to DIN EN 50 007. The key-operated
switches achieve the protection class
IP65 by using high grade lock barrels
from KABA Co. The devices are designed for 2 lock positions and have
an actuating plunger. A complete
key-operated switch consists of the
following components: device head
(with sealing ring and counter-nut),
element holder and the corresponding
contact elements.
The device head is fixed by tightening the counter-nut. The element
holder, which is intended to accommodate three elements, is then
snapped on to the device sleeve via
guides.
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(door monitoring) and 21-22 (magnet
monitoring).

An NC/NO contact combination
(plunger not actuated = closed NC
contact/open NO contact: automatic/
normal mode – plunger actuated =

positively opened NC contact/closed
NO contact: special mode) is recommended for the above functions.

Supply table TZ

Versions (incl. standard actuator)

Operating voltage

Type designation

Part No.

Power-locked

24 VDC
115 VAC
230 VAC

TZMW.B
TZMW.B.115
TZMW.B.230

191 0084
on request
191 0086

Spring-locked

24 VDC
115 VAC
230 VAC

TZFW.B
TZFW.B.115
TZFW.B.230

191 5086
on request
191 5092

with
key-operated selector switch with 2 latch positions
1-plunger version

Accessories
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ZSS21S1/TZxW.B

Form

Part no.

Element holder ZH

012 3017

Connection system

Function

Connection

Type

Part no.

Contact elements with screw connection

1 NC contact
1 NO contact

.1/.2
.3/.4

Z10
Z02

012 0010
012 0040

Contact elements with push-on connection
2 x 2.8 x 0.87/1 x 6.3 x 0.8

1 NC contact
1 NO contact

.1/.2
.3/.4

Z10F
Z02F

012 1010
012 1040

Contact elements with push-on connection
1 x 2,8 x 0,8

1 NC contact/
1 NO contact

.1/.2
.3/.4

Z102FK

012 1140

Notes
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German
agencies

K.A. Schmersal GmbH
Industrielle Sicherheitsschaltsysteme
Postfach 24 02 63, 42232 Wuppertal
Möddinghofe 30
42279 Wuppertal
Telephone: +49-(0) 2 02-64 74-0
Facsimile: +49-(0) 2 02-64 74-1 00
E-Mail:
info@schmersal.de
Internet: www.schmersal.com

01

02

International
agencies

Hamburg
K.A. Schmersal GmbH
Geschäftsstelle Hamburg
Zunftstraße 8
21244 Buchholz i.d.N.
Telephone: +49-(0) 41 81-9 22 0-0
Facsimile: +49-(0) 41 81-9 22 0-20
E-Mail:
gshamburg@schmersal.de
Berlin
KSA Komponenten der Steuerungsund Automatisierungstechnik GmbH
Buchholzer Straße 62–65
13156 Berlin
Telephone: +49-(0) 30-47 48 24 00
Facsimile: +49-(0) 30-47 48 24 05
E-Mail:
info@ksa-gmbh.de
Internet: www.ksa-gmbh.de

Argentina – Argentinien
Hellermann Tyton
Monteagudo Street # 760 (B1672 AFP)
Villa Lynch
1672 Buenos Aires
Telephone: +54-11-47 54 54 00
Facsimile: +54-11-47 52 03 74
E-Mail:
gianowski@hellermanntyton.com.ar
Australia – Australien
NHP Electrical Engineering
Products Pty. Ltd.
43–67 River Street
PO Box 199
Richmond 3121
Melbourne, Victoria
Telephone: +61-(0) 3-94 29 29 99
Facsimile: +61-(0) 3-94 29 10 75
E-Mail:
products@nhp.com.au
Internet: www.nhp.com.au
Austria – Österreich
AVS-Schmersal Vertriebs Ges. m.b.H.
Biróstraße 17
1232 Wien
Telephone: +43-(0) 1-6 10 28
Facsimile: +43-(0) 1-6 10 28-1 30
E-Mail:
info@avs-schmersal.at
Internet: www.avs-schmersal.co.at
Belgium – Belgien
Schmersal Belgium NV/SA
Nieuwlandlaan 16B
Industriezone B413
3200 Aarschot
Telephone: +32-(0) 16-57 16 18
Facsimile: +32-(0) 16-57 16 20
E-Mail:
info@schmersal.be
Brazil – Brasilien
ACE Schmersal
Eletroeletrônica Industrial Ltda.
Rodovia Boituva – Porto Feliz, Km 12
Vila Esplanada – CEP 18550-000
Boituva – SP
Telephone: +55-(0) 15-32 63-98 66
Facsimile: +55-(0) 15-32 63-98 90
E-Mail: export@aceschmersal.com.br
Internet: www.aceschmersal.com.br
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03

Hannover
ELTOP GmbH
Robert-Bosch-Straße 8
30989 Gehrden
Telephone: +49-(0) 51 08-92 73 20
Facsimile: +49-(0) 51 08-92 73 21
E-Mail:
eltop@eltop.de
Internet: www.eltop.de
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Münster
K.A. Schmersal GmbH
Geschäftsstelle Münster
Am Vechte Ufer 22
48629 Metelen
Telephone: +49-(0) 25 56-9 38 30
Facsimile: +49-(0) 25 56-93 83 73
E-Mail:
gsmuenster@schmersal.de

05

Köln
Stollenwerk
Technisches Büro GmbH
Scheuermühlenstraße 40
51147 Köln
Telephone: +49-(0) 22 03-9 66 20-0
Facsimile: +49-(0) 22 03-9 66 20-30
E-Mail:
info@stollenwerk.de
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Ruhrgebiet
K W S Elektronik Schumacher
Saarstraße 19a
53919 Weilerswist
Telephone: +49-(0) 22 54-33 80
Facsimile: +49-(0) 22 54-18 58
E-Mail:
k-w-s-@t-online.de
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Siegen
Siegfried Klein
Elektro-Industrie-Vertretungen
Schloßblick 38
57074 Siegen
Telephone: +49-(0) 2 71-67 78
Facsimile: +49-(0) 2 71-67 70
E-Mail:
info@sk-elektrotechnik.de
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Frankfurt
K.A. Schmersal GmbH
Geschäftsstelle Frankfurt
Kilianstädter Straße 38
61137 Schöneck
Telephone: +49-(0) 61 87-9 09 56-0
Facsimile: +49-(0) 61 87-9 09 56-6
E-Mail:
gsfrankfurt@schmersal.de

Chile – Chile
NDU Ingeneria
Santa Elisa 498
7160269 La Cisterna
Santiago de Chile
Telephone: +56-2-5 26-66 46
Facsimile: +56-2-5 26-50 46
E-Mail:
matelec@ndu.cl

Denmark – Dänemark
Schmersal Danmark A/S
Lindegårdsvej 17A
2920 Charlottenlund
Telephone: +45-70 20 90 27
Facsimile: +45-70 20 90 37
E-Mail:
linde@schmersal.dk
Internet: www.schmersal.dk

Colombia – Kolumbien
Cimpex Ltda.
Apartado Aereo 2429
Medellin
Telephone: +57-4-2 51-59 72
Telephone: +57-4-2 51-59 87
Facsimile: +57-4-2 51-46 08
E-Mail:
cimpex@supernet.com.co

Finland – Finnland
Advancetec Oy
Malminkaari 10B
00700 Helsinki
PO Box 149
00701 Helsinki
Telephone: +3 58-(0) 9-3 50 52 60
Facsimile: +3 58-(0) 9-35 05 26 60
E-Mail:
advancetec@advancetec.fi
Internet: www.advancetec.fi

Costa Rica – Costa Rica
Euro-Tec, S.A.
Apartado Postal 477
1250 Escazú
San José
Telephone: +5 06-2 20-28 08
Telephone: +5 06-3 84-78 69
Facsimile: +5 06-2 96-15 42
E-Mail:
eurotec@amnet.co.cr
PR China – VR China
Schmersal Industrial Switchgear
Co. Ltd.
Central Plaza 1001
Huang Pi Bei Road 227
200003 Shanghai
Telephone: +86-21-63 75 82 87
Facsimile: +86-21-63 75 82 97
E-Mail:
sales@schmersal.com.cn
Internet: www.schmersal.com.cn
Czech Republic –
Tschechische Republik
Mercom Componenta spol. s.r.o.
Ruská 67
100 00 Praha 10
Telephone: +4 20-(0) 2-67 31 46 40
Telephone: +4 20-(0) 2-67 31 46 41
Facsimile: +4 20-(0) 2-71 73 32 11
E-Mail:
mercom@bohem-net.cz

France – Frankreich
Automatisme et Contrôle
8, rue Raoul Follereau
38181 Seyssins Cedex
BP 18
38180 Seyssins
Telephone: +33-4 76 84 23 20
Facsimile: +33-4 76 48 34 22
E-Mail:
info@automatisme-et-controle.fr
Internet:
www.automatisme-et-controle.fr
Greece – Griechenland
Kalamarakis Sapounas S.A.
Ionias & Neromilou
PO Box 46566
13671 Chamomilos Acharnes
Athens
Telephone: +30-(0) 210-2 40 60 06
Facsimile: +30-(0) 210-2 40 60 07
E-Mail:
ksa@ksa.gr
Honduras – Honduras
Lusitana Int´I
Distribuciones – Represantaciones
Apdo. Postal # 783
21105 San Pedro Sula
Telephone: +5 04-6 69-14 46
Facsimile: +5 04-6 69-14 46

08

19

09

Saarland
Herbert Neundörfer
Werksvertretungen
Saargemünder Straße 68a
66130 Güdingen
Telephone: +49-(0)6 81-87 54 54
Facsimile: +49-(0)6 81-87 54 53
E-Mail:
info@herbert-neundoerfer.de
Internet: www.herbert-neundoerfer.de
Leipzig
K.A. Schmersal GmbH
Geschäftsstelle Leipzig
Nonnenstraße 11c
04229 Leipzig
Telephone: +49-(0) 3 41-4 87 34 50
Facsimile: +49-(0) 3 41-4 87 34 51
E-Mail:
gsleipzig@schmersal.de
Bayern Nord
K.A. Schmersal GmbH
Geschäftsstelle Nürnberg
Beethovenstraße 14
91074 Herzogenaurach
Telephone: +49-(0) 91 32-73 70 00
Facsimile: +49-(0) 91 32-73 48 44
E-Mail:
gsnuernberg@schmersal.de

10/ Bayern Süd
15 Ing. Adolf Müller GmbH
Industrievertretungen
Elly-Staegmeyr-Str. 15
80999 München
Telephone: +49-(0) 89-8 12 60 44
Telephone: +49-(0) 89-8 12 60 45
Facsimile: +49-(0) 89-8 12 69 25
E-Mail:
info@ingam.de
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Stuttgart
Gerhard Schützinger
Labor-Schütz GmbH Industrievertretungen
Postfach 81 05 69, 70522 Stuttgart
Eichwiesenring 6
70567 Stuttgart
Telephone: +49-(0) 7 11-7 15 46-0
Facsimile: +49-(0) 7 11-7 15 46-18
E-Mail:
hv@schuetzinger.de
Internet: www.schuetzinger.de
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Hungary – Ungarn
NTK Ipari-Elektronikai és
Kereskedelmi Kft
Mészáros L. u. 5
9023 Györ
Telephone: +36-(0) 96-52 32 68
Facsimile: +36-(0) 96-43 00 11
E-Mail:
info@ntk-kft.hu
Internet: www.ntk-kft.hu
Italy – Italien
Schmersal Italia s.r.l.
Via Molino Vecchio, 206
25010 Borgosatollo, Brescia
Telephone: + 39-0 30-2 50 74 11
Facsimile: + 39-0 30-2 50 74 31
E-Mail:
info@schmersal.it
Internet: www.schmersal.it
Japan – Japan
Elan Japan Branch Office
3-39-8 Shoan, Suginami-ku
Tokyo 167-0054
Telephone: +81-(0) 3-32 47-05 02
Facsimile: +81-(0) 3-32 47-05 37
E-Mail:
safety@elanjp.com
Korea – Korea
MEC Mahani Electric Co. Ltd.
576-8, Bisan-2dong
Dongan-Ku
Anyang-City
Kyungki-do 431-821
Telephone: +82-(0) 31-4 63-33 30
Facsimile: +82-(0) 31-4 63-33 98
Facsimile: +82-(0) 31-4 63-33 99
E-Mail:
andy@hanmec.co.kr
Malaysia – Malaysia
Ingermark (M) SDN.BHD
No. 29, Jalan KPK 1/8
Kawasan Perindustrian Kundang
48020 Rawang, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Telephone: +6 03-60- 34 27 88
Facsimile: +6 03-60 -34 21 88
E-Mail:
ingmal@tm.net.my
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Netherlands – Niederlande
Elan Nederland
Fahrenheitsstraat 38–40
3846 BN Harderwijk
Telephone: +31-(0) 3 41-43 25 25
Facsimile: +31-(0) 3 41-42 52 57
E-Mail:
elan-nl@planet.nl
Norway – Norwegen
Schmersal Nordiske
Hoffsveien 92
0377 Oslo
Telephone: +47-22 06 00 70
Facsimile: +47-22 06 00 80
E-Mail:
smestad@schmersal.no
Internet: www.schmersal.se
Paraguay – Paraguay
Brasguay S.R.L.
Ruta Internacional, 07, Km1
Mingua Guazu
Telephone: +5 95-6 44-2 04 18
Facsimile: +5 95-6 44-2 05 77
E-Mail:
kuntz@foznet.com.br
Poland – Polen
Schmersal - Polska Sp.j.
ul. Kremowa 65A
02-969 Warszawa
Telephone: +48-(0) 22-8 16 85 78
Telephone: +48-(0) 22-8 16 85 79
Facsimile: +48-(0) 22-8 16 85 34
E-Mail:
office@schmersal.pl
Portugal – Portugal
K. A. Schmersal GmbH
Sucursal em Portugal
Av. das Descobertas, 15-2° D
Quinta do Infantado
2670-383 Loures
Telephone: +3 51-21-9 83 92 83
Facsimile: +3 51-21-9 83 19 37
E-Mail:
info@schmersal.pt
Internet: www.schmersal.pt

Singapore – Singapur
Tong Sim Marine & Electric Co.
46 Kaki Bukit Crescent
Kaki Bukit Techpark 1
Singapore 416269
Telephone: +65-67 43 31 77
Facsimile: +65-67 45 37 00
E-Mail:
tongsim@singnet.com.sg
Slovenia – Slowenien
Tipteh d.o.o.
Ulica Ivana Roba 21
1000 Ljubljana
Telephone: +3 86-1-2 00 51 50
Facsimile: +3 86-1-2 00 51 51
E-Mail:
info@tipteh.si
Spain – Spanien
Matelco Automatismos Y Control S.L.
Avenida Tibidabo, 23
08022 Barcelona
Telephone: +34-9 34-34 08 77
Facsimile: +34-9 34-34 05 41
E-Mail:
mac@matelco.com
South Africa – Südafrika
A+A Dynamic Distributors (Pty) Ltd.
3 Ruarch Street
Park Central Johannesburg
2016 Booysens
Telephone: +27-11-4 93 50 22
Facsimile: +27-11-4 93 07 60
E-Mail:
awkayser@iafrica.com
Sweden – Schweden
Schmersal Nordiska AB
Klockarns Våg 1
43533 Mölnlycke
Telephone: +46-(0) 31-3 38 35 00
Facsimile: +46-(0) 31-3 38 35 35
E-Mail:
solsten@schmersal.se
Internet: www.schmersal.se

Switzerland – Schweiz
Schmersal Schweiz AG
Freilagerstr. 25
8047 Zürich
Telephone: +41-(0) 43-3 11 22 33
Facsimile: +41-(0) 43-3 11 22 44
E-Mail:
info@schmersal.ch
Taiwan – Taiwan
Leader Camel Enterprise Co., Ltd.
No. 453-7, Pei Tun Rd.
Taichung, Taiwan
Telephone: +886-4-22 41 32 92
Facsimile: +886-4-22 41 29 23
E-Mail:
camel88@ms46.hinet.net
Internet: www.leadercamel.com.tw
UK – Großbritannien
Schmersal UK Ltd.
Unit 1, Beauchamp Business Centre
Enigma Park
Malvern
Worcs WR14 1GL
Telephone: +44-(0) 16 84-57 19 80
Facsimile: +44-(0) 16 84-56 02 73
E-Mail:
support@schmersal.co.uk
Internet: www.schmersal.co.uk
USA – USA
Schmersal Inc.
660 White Plains Road, Suite 160
Tarrytown
New York 10591
Telephone: +1-(0) 9 14-347-47 75
Facsimile: +1-(0) 9 14-347-15 67
E-Mail:
info@schmersalusa.com
Internet: www.schmersalusa.com
Venezuela – Venezuela
Petro System C.A.
Av. 12 entre 7 y 8 Transv. Qta. Roysbel
Altamira
Caracas
Telephone: +58-2 12-9 63 53 46
Telephone: +58-2 12-9 61 40 76
E-Mail:
ventas@petrosystem.com

Notes
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Elan Schaltelemente GmbH & Co. KG
Im Ostpark 2
D-35435 Wettenberg
Tel.: +49-(0)6 41/98 48-0
Fax: +49-(0)6 41/98 48-420
E-Mail: info@elan.schmersal.de
Internet: www.elan.de
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